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ABSTRACT 

Bubble Deck Slab may be the piece where several level of the cement is change by the HDPE useless pockets which are prepared by the distinct plastic-type, which 

decrease the self-weight of the arrangement. The main aftereffect of the HDPE sphere would be to reduce the useless fill of the ground by1/3 in assess to strong 

piece have same level without effecting their deflection conduct & twisting strength. The piece is throw with very same potential as a good piece, but with greatly 

reduced fat because of reduction of pointless concrete. 

The Bubble Deck Slab is a recently made piece produced by metal bars mesh, useless HDPE baseball, metal bars mesh again at bottom it is on the basis of the 

patented integration strategy that's the text of metal and air. It is just a useless terrace where HDPE sphere baseball functions the goal of lowering cement that's 

number holding effect. By changing the mesh breadth & the geometry of the sphere, a distinctive and enhanced cement structure is acquired, with typical optimum 

usage of equally shear and time zones. The metal bars mesh draws, distributes& treatments the spheres at actual place position, whilst the spheres form the air 

volume it control the degree of metal bars mesh and also stabilizes the spatial lattice. 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

Bubble deck slab is the slab in which a few amount of the concrete is replace by the HDPE hollow bubbles which are ready by the discrete plastic material, 

which reduce the self- weight of the arrangement. The chief effect of the HDPE sphere is to decrease the dead load of the floor by1/3 in compare to solid 

slab have same depth without effecting its deflection behavior & bending strength. It locks HDPE spheres between the top and bottom reinforcement 

mesh, thereby create a natural cell structure, acts like a solid slab. The slab is cast with the equivalent capability as a solid slab, but with very much lesser 

weight due to elimination of unnecessary concrete.  

SCHEMATIC DESIGN 

Simple bubble deck slab is cast over the prefabricate `bubble-lattice` on conventional frame. In this slab, the base of the slab is furnished with a pre-cast 

concrete layer on which the structure horizontal component is replaced. Bubble Deck is projected to be a flat slab, two ways spanning slab supported by 

columns.It generally regulates to allow maximum deflection during service loading. 

DECK TYPES- 

1. The simple Bubble Deck slab is cast over the pre-fabricated 'bubble-lattice' on conventional formwork 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-1.1 Simple Bubble Deck slab 
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2. In the filigree-slab Bubble Deck, the bottom side of the 'bubble-lattice' unit is furnished with a pre-cast concrete cover which on the building 

site replace the horizontal part of the formwork. 

Figure-1.2 Filigree-slab Bubble Deck 

3. The simple Bubble Deck may also be deliver to the building site as pre-cast factory-made slabs. 

 

Figure-1.3 Simple Bubble Deck slab (Pre – cast) 

For transportation reason, all compositions must normally have a width of less than 3 meters, but connecting the Bubble Deck units on the building site 

poses no problem at all. The entire carrying capacity of such combined slabs is thereby fully maintained. 

STANDARD DECK TYPES 

Bubble Deck is formed in 6 standard deck types (the marked standards are recommended): Deck thickness (mm):  170 230 280 340 390 430 

COMPOSTION 

The HDPE spheres are placed in the Centre of the cross-section of the Bubble Deck slab. Here concrete has fewer effect while maintaining the solid 

section in top & bottom where high stresses can exist. Hence the slab is completely workable with regard to both positive & negative bending. 

Figure-1.4-Arrangement of reinforcement mesh & spheres (source: iternet) 

In this method, bubble deck slabs acts as a solid slab just with reduced load due to the less amount of concrete 

1.2-OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this project is to compare the strength of the Bubble Deck Slab and conventional slab. This project is also performed to analysis 

the other properties of bubble deck slab like sound reduction, fire resistance, weight reduction etc. and also its comparison to conventional slab. 

 

1.3-SCOPE OF THE WORK 

This thesis mainly focuses on working performance of Bubble Deck Slab as structural member like as building roof, in official buildings, in pedestrian 

bridge and in traditional buildings. Its shear strength, punching shear, sound reduction, fire resistance, weight reduction property is also analyzed. 
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METHODOLOGY 

3.1 GENERAL: 

The method of design and analysis of the bubble deck bridge slab are two types which are elucidated below. 

DESIGEN AND ANALYSIS IN LABROTARY (Bubble Deck ) 

• The design of bubble deck Beam Bridge within the laboratory consist completely different steps. The bubble deck block is that the combination 

of concrete and HDPE balls. The combination of cement, sand and combination on the premise of INDIAN STANDARAD (concrete mix 

proportioning) 10262:2009. 

• Step 1: Dimension of mould of bubble deck slab – 0.50mx0.50mx0.18m Volume of mould of bubble deck slab – 0.046m3 

• Step 2: Dimension of Plastic balls (diameter)= 0.073m Radius = 0.0365m 

Volume of sphere = 4/3xπxr3 

Volume of sphere of 16 ball =0.0326m3 

Volume of design for mix proportioning = vol. of mould-volume of sphere 

= 0.046-0.0326 m3 

= 0.0134m3 

Concrete of mix proportion for M25 grade is given 

TYPES OF MATERIAL AND THEIR SHAPE AND SIZE 

For the design of bubble deck slab the main material is the cement sand and aggregate .for the better result we done the test of different type of material 

Cement 

Cement could be a binder, a substance that sets and hardens because the cement dries and additionally reacts with greenhouse gas within the air 

dependently, and might bind different materials along. The word "cement" traces to the Romans, United Nations agency used the term opuscacementicium 

to explain masonry resembling trendy concrete that was made of rock with unslaked lime as binder. 

Test of cement 

A. Field testing 

B. Laboratory testing 

 

CONCERTE MIX DESIGN 

(INDIANSTANDARD CONCRETE MIXPROPORTIONING) 

This standard provides the rules for proportioning concrete mixes as per the necessities victimization the concrete creating materials as well as different 

supplementary materials known for this purpose. The proportioning is carried out to attain such that characteristics at such that age, workability of 

contemporary concrete and durability needs. 

This customary is applicable for normal and customary concrete grad solely. All demand of IS 456 in thus far as they apply, shall be deemed to make a 

part of this methodology 

Data for Mix Proportioning 

The following data are required for mix proportioning of a particular grade of concrete: 

a) Grade designation 

b) Type of cement 

c) Maximum nominal size of aggregate 

d) Minimum cement content 

e) Maximum water cement ratio 

f) Workability 

g) Exposure condition as per table 4 and table 5 of IS 456 

h) Maximum temperature of concrete at the time of placing 

i) Method of transporting and placing 
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j) Early age strength requirements if required 

k) Type of aggregate 

l) Maximum cement content 

Stipulations for Proportioning (Mix Design) 

a) Grade designation : M25 

b) Type of cement : OPC 43 Grade 

c) Maximum nominal size of aggregate  : 10 mm 

d) Minimum cement content : 7.7kg/m3 

e) Maximum water cement ratio : 0.45 

f) Workability :100mm(slump) 

g) Exposure condition : Moderate (for reinforced concrete) 

h) Type of aggregates : Crushed angular aggregate 

i) Maximum cement content : 7.7kg/m3 

Test Data for Materials 

a) Cement used : OPC 43 grade 

b) Specific gravity of cement : 3.15 

c) Specific gravity of fine aggregate : 2.74 

d) Water absorption : 1% 

e) Free (surface) moisture 

f) fine aggregate : Nill (absorbed moisture also Nill 

Target Strength for Mix Proportioning 

In order that no more than the required proportion of check result ar probably to fall below the characteristics strength, theconcrete combine has got to be 

proportional for higher target mean compressive strengthf′ck . The margin over characteristic strength is given by the subsequent relation: 

f′ck =fck+ 1.65s 

Where 

f ′ck=target mean compressive strength at 28 days, 

fck = Characteristic compressive strength of concrete at 28 days. S  = standard deviation. 

From Table 1, (IS 10262:2009), standard deviation, S = 4 N/mm2 Therefore, target strength = 31.6N/mm2 

Selection of water cement ratio 

Different cement, supplementary cementations material and aggregates of various most size, grading, surface texture, form and alternative characteristics 

could produce concrete of various compressive strength for a similar free water cement quantitative relation. Therefore, the relationship between strength 

and free 

From table 5 (IS-456), maximum water-cement ratio =0.45 Based on experience, adopt water ratio as 0.40 

0.40<0.45, hence O.K. 

Selection of water content 

From table 2(IS 10262:2009), maximum water content = 208litre (for 25 to 75 mm slump range) 

For 10 mm fine aggregate 

Estimated water content for 100 mm slump = 208+6/100x208 

=220.48 litre 

Calculation of cement content 

Water – cement ratio = 0.45 

Cement content = 3.456/.45 

=30.8 kg/m3 

Form table 5 IS 456:2000 minimum cement content for moderate condition = 300kg/m3 Then 

30.8kg/m3>7.7kg/m3 
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PROPORTION OF VOLUME OF COARSE AGGREGATE AND FINE AGGREGATE CONTENT 

From Desk 3. Level of rough blend similar to 20 mm measurement blend and great blend (Zone I) for water-cement percentage of 0.50 =0.60.In the 

current event water-cement percentage is 0.40. Thus Level of rough blend must be risen up to reduce the great blend content. Since the water-cement 

percentage is gloomier by 0.10. The ratio of level of rough blend is improved by 0.02 (at the charge of -/+ 0.01 for each ± 0.05 modify in water-cement 

ratio). Thus fixed ratio of level of rough blend for the water-cement percentage of 0.40 = 0.62. 

Thus, 

Quantity of Coarse blend = 0.62 x 0.9 = 0.56. 

 Level of great blend content=I - 0.56 =0.44. 

MIX CALCULATIONS 

The mix calculations per unit volume of concrete shall be as follows 

a) volume of concrete  = 1m3 

b) volume of cement =x 

= .098m3 

c) Volume of water = x 

= 2.2m3 

d) Volume of all aggregates =[a-(b + c)] 

=.1298m3 

e) Volume of coarse aggregate = e x vol. of coarse aggregate x specific gravity of Coar seaggregate 

= 0.743 x 0.1298 x 2.74 x 1000 

= 264kg 

f) Mass of fine aggregate = e x vol. of fine aggregate x specific gravity of fine aggregate 

= 0.743 x 0.44 x2.74 x 1000 

= 89.6 kg 

Table 3.1-Mix Properties for Trail Number 

 

 

 

 

TableTable.3.2 for the designed mould the quantity of material are given below 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation of reinforcement mesh- 

We know that concrete area unit provided within the bubble deck block for the compressive zone and also the steel bar are provided for the stress zone. 

The mesh of bar are given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1-preparation of reinforcement mesh 

The size of steel bar vertical direction is 62cm and within the horizontal direction is twenty four cm and therefore the spacing between is 6.5cm and 

therefore the diameter of bar is 8mm.and the diameter of pvc ball is six.5cm.the combination of bar and ball are show in fig.are given below. 

 

Volume Cement Sand Aggregate Water 

1m3 35.0kg/m3 89.6 kg/m3 114.0 kg/m3 14.0 kg/m3 

Type Cement Sand Aggregate water 

Bubble deck 7.7 kg/m3 12.72 kg/m3 22 kg/m3 6.5 kg/m3 

Solid deck 9.8 kg/m3 13.46kg/m3 25.86 kg/m3 6.5 kg/m3 
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Combination of plastic ball with mesh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2-combination of plastic ball with mesh 

Preparation of Concrete 

Manufacturing of quality cement wants painstaking treatment used at each period of production of concrete. It‟s interesting to notice that the ingredients 

of fine concrete and dangerous concrete are an equivalent. If meticulous care isn't exercised, and sensible rules aren't ascertained, the resultant concrete 

goes to be of dangerous quality. With an equivalent material if intense care is taken to exercise management at each stage, it'll end in sensible concrete. 

Therefore, it's necessary for us to understand what are {the sensible|thegreat|the nice} rules to be followed in every stage of manufacture of concrete for 

manufacturing good quality concrete. The varied stages of manufacture of concrete are given below. 

(a) Batching (b) Mixing (c) Transporting 

(d) Placing (e) Compacting (f) Curing 

a) Batching: The measurement of materials for making concrete is known as batching. There are two methods of batching. 

(i) Volume batching (ii) Weigh batching 

Volume batching: Volume batching is not a method for proportioning the material 

(i) Because of the problem it offers to live granular material in terms of volume. Volume of damp sand during a loose condition weighs 

abundant but constant volume of dry compacted sand. The number of solid granular material AN exceedingly|in a very} kilolitre is an 

amount. Owing to this, for quality concrete material must be measured by weight solely. However, for unimportant concrete or for any 

tiny job, concrete could also be batched by volume. 

(ii) Weigh Batching: properly speaking, weigh batching is that the correct technique of activity theMaterial. For necessary concrete, 

invariably, weigh batching system ought to be adopted. 

(iii) Use of weight system in batching, facilitates accuracy, flexibility and ease. Differing types of weigh batchers area unit on the market, the 

actual sort to be used, depends upon the character of the work. Massive weigh batching plants have automatic consideration 

instrumentality. The employment of this automatic instrumentality for batching is one in every of sophistication and needs qualified and 

intimate with engineers. 

a) Mixing: Thorough compounding of the materials is important for the assembly of uniform concrete. Themixing ought to make sure that the 

mass becomes undiversified, uniform in color and consistency. There area unit 2 ways adopted for compounding concrete: 

(i). Hand mixing 

(ii). Machine mixing 

Hand mixing: Hand mixture is practiced for little scale unimportant concrete works. Because the mixture cannot be thorough and economical, it's 

fascinating to feature ten per cent a lot of cement for the inferior concrete made by this methodology. 

1) Machine Mixing: mixture of concrete is sort of invariably applied by machine, for reinforced concrete work and for medium or massive scale 

mass concrete work. Machine mixture isn't solely economical, however additionally economical, once the number of concrete to be made is 

large. The fig. of machine mixture is given below. 
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Figure 3.3-mixing machine (source: internet) 

Very little is thought concerning the relative intermixture efficiencies of the varied styles of mixers; however some evidences are there to counsel that 

pan mixers with a revolving star of blades are a lot of economical. They‟re especially appropriate for stiff and lean mixes, that gift difficulties with most 

alternative styles of mixers, principally because of projecting of mortar within the drum. The form of the drum, the angle and size of blades, the angle at 

that the drum is command, have an effect on the potency of mixer. It‟s seen that tilting drum to some extent is a lot of economical than non-tilting drum. 

In non-tilting drum for discharging concrete, a chute is introduced into the drum by operational a lever. The concrete that is being mixed within the drum, 

falls into the inclined chute and gets discharged out. it's seen that to a small degree a lot of of segregation takes place, once a non-tilting mixer is employed. 

It‟s ascertained in observe that, generally, in any kind of mixer, even when thorough intermixture within the drum, whereas it's discharged, a lot of of 

coarse combination comes out 1st and at the top matrix gets discharged. It‟s necessary that to a small degree little bit of re- mixing is important, when 

discharged from mixer, on the platform to off-set the result of segregation caused whereas concrete is discharged from the mixer. 

Mixing Time: Concrete mixers are typically designed to run at a speed of fifteen to twenty revolutions per minute. For correct combination, it's seen that 

concerning twenty five to thirty revolutions are needed in an exceedingly elegant mixer. Within the website, the traditional tendency is to hurry up the 

product of concrete by reducing the blending time. This results in poor quality of concrete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.18 
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On the opposite hand, if the concrete is mixed for a relatively longer time, it's uneconomical from the purpose of read of rate of production of concrete 

and fuel consumption. Therefore, it's of importance to combine the concrete for such a period which can accrue optimum profit. 

It is seen from the experiments that the standard of concrete in terms of compressive strength can increase with the rise within the time of blending, except 

for combining time on the far side 2 minutes, the development in compressive strength isn't terribly important. Fig shows the impact of mixing time on 

strength of concrete. The ready contemporary concrete are shown in fig. are given 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4-concrete mix 

Teston concrete 

Test on concrete are done in accordance with IS: 516-1959 in two stage of concrete: 

1) Testing of fresh concrete or wet concerte,and 

2) Testing of hardened concrete 

Test on fresh concrete are done to determine its workability. These tests are as follows: 

1) Slump test 

2) Compacting factor test, 

3) Vee bee consistency test 

4) Flow table test 

3.2-STEPS OF WORK PERFORMED 

Stage 1 – Erect Temporary Formwork 

During erection modules should be placed, with reinforcement spacers (supplied by you) onto appropriate traditional temporary shuttering designed to 

adequately support the load of the ready-made reinforcement modules and concrete poured on site} to complete the BubbleDeck blocks and every one 

alternative site construction hundreds applied throughout concrete running and action of the slab. 

Important: Removal of the temporary formwork isn't allowed before every slab is cured enough to support its own weight and temporary construction 

loads. 

Back-Propping 

When consecutive floor slabs at intervals one block are to be made on top of one another either:- a) the slab below the one being made should be back-

propped, or as an alternative 

a) every completed slab should be independent at intervals the most allowed deflection. Option a) before construction formwork for constructing 

subsequent, subsequent, block on top of the finished block take away formwork from below the finished block and erect back-props at one.8m 

intervals (without parallel beams) at either mid-span or third-span, dependant upon length of spans concerned. 

Option b) before structure formwork for building following, following, stop along with ease the props encouraging formwork under the completed stop, 

to allow the ground to attain it‟s many deflection, therefore tighten the props after more. This is to be sure more thousands from the stop being erected 

along with are taken alone props in place of contributing to thousands onto the floor right under, preventing fat deposition from successive surfaces 

getting additional stress on props and various structure components. 
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Period 2 – Distribution, Offloading and Training Encouragement Segments 

Site Delivery: Offer the adventures on flatbed trailers generally between 12m to thirteen.6m extended, excluding individuals cab. The support adventures 

are loaded on perfect of each option up to and including most a couple of.5 metres over all height. as an example, with BD280 slabs there'll be most seven 

layers of adventures, with a transportation top of 250mm every and picket packers often 50mm strong separating all, making a standard top of two.4 

metres on top of the trailers bed. You will need to give accordingly hard and stage access for our distribution transportation to achieve the offloading 

place you have determined. 

Essential: Upon arrival of the distribution trailers on site it's your duty to cautiously study the encouragement adventures for quality and to determine 

any harm that has been incurred through the duration of transport. You will need to report any harm to the encouragement adventures, or option 

unacceptable faculties to us by entering the details on our Supply & Launching administration sort and faxing this straight back to your Mind workplace 

at times a set of hours of trailer inward on site. When the adventures are elevated down the trailer we may be unable to work out after any hurt occurred 

and during this occasion we tend to can't settle for duty. 

Subsequent your examination the distribution driver may require you to indicator the Supply & Launching Control Variety to verify you've obtained the 

adventures, which is kept by him / her for our records. Following removing all the encouragement adventures from the flatbed trailer the wooden 

transportation loading supports / blocks must be changed straight back onto the trailer before it leaves site, for get back to your factory and re-use. Any 

transportation products that aren't returned to your transportation user is going to be contra-charged by us to your account. 

Offloading Support Modules: It's your duty to supply attendance andadequate mechanical training equipment or guide labour for offloading adventures 

from the trailers upon their arrival at site. For perfect functioning effectiveness we recommend you want site operationsto allow the adventures to be 

lifted down the trailers and moved straight to their final place onto short-term formwork. 

But, for transportation efficiency some adventures may be loaded onto the trailer out of routine to their erection obtain, during which situation or within 

the big event of internet site conditions avoiding final adding the adventures is shortly hold on elsewhere on site. The adventures must certanly be 

transversally supported on timber packers set involving the bubble rows.   (Sat on the best support mesh) for the most part two.4 metrescentres sleeping 

on smooth, stage, floor and guarded from modify of state by dirt, soil, or substitute materials. Adventures are piled on a lot of every option to a many 10 

levels high. 

Lifting and Placing Reinforcement Modules: The segments are upraised often by slings transferred about and underneath the cages, or with training 

hooks attached around the lattice order reinforcement. Training hooks must link under the larger sides of the order encouragement diagonals. Training 

hooks mustn't actually link to the larger encouragement mesh as this could be dangerous 

Every person portion wants the employment of EIGHT raising hooks, in a set of similar lines of four hooks every related around the lattice girders situated 

approx. 1/5 of the general portion period in out of every finish. The bigger a the main hoisting process (4 matched chains) ought to be at the least half-

dozen metres minimal long. String divisions to the seven raising hooks ought to be equivalent lengths. When used, treatment should be taken that rising 

makes place product equivalent at every raising catch function and which means portion stays outside during lifting. Before rising fix ideal basics at 2 

other edges of the portion for guiding portion in to place on the propping beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3.4-Typical lifting chain configuration 

Placing of Putting Encouragement Adventures on formwork: It is essential the segments are upraised in to place within the in the pipeline erection 

process, and treatment is taken with appropriate placing of the elements. Every element ought to be located the appropriate indicates roundis vital the 

modules are upraised into position within the planned erection system, and care is taken with correct positioning of the elements. Every module should 

be positioned the proper means spherical generally apparent from place of line reduce outs and developing type, nevertheless please examine with portion 

instalment drawings. 

Essential: all through ultimate placing of the segments ensure the bubble structure between adjoining parts are arranged as revealed on the installment 

images, that the parts between bubble lines on adjoining parts arrange to aid placing splice encouragement throughout the bones between modules. 
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For quickly installing of the cheapest splice encouragement we are inclined to supporter after the principal element is in ultimate place the cheapest splice 

bars are rapidly dropped completely in involving the bubble lines on the top of cheapest encouragement mesh ahead of the adjoining element is placed. 

At a later period please bear in mind to slip the cheapest splice bars straight back throughout the portion mutual involving the bubble lines within the 

adjoining portion, which means bars ar eventually placed and sent in to position [*fr1] in a single portion and [*fr1] within the adjoining portion before 

concreting. 

Website Change of Support Adventures: The segments region device made and built to accommodate the houses arrangement and line / wall layout. 

They occur on internet site with cut-outs / recesses / measures for line or wall roles and greater support openings currently shaped, so they really mustn't 

require any website adjustment. but it's been noted for articles to be erected out of place on website and in this exceptional function it's possible to 

rigorously adjust the element with a disk cutter. 

Essential: The top of and straight bars in the lattice column girder encouragement should NOT be reduce on website as they've a significant 

architectural purpose equally all through raising and after in place. 

Point 3 - Solving Free Reinforcement. 

Your website installment images for encouragement mounted at all-time minimal of the piece (directly on the top of base mesh reinforcement) and 

encouragement mounted at the highest of the stop (directly on the top of best mesh reinforcement), along side linked to club folding schedules. These 

must be learned and directly used in virtually any regard instances, when you yourself have got any issue please choice our website help official or Mind 

office for help. The routine for solving free encouragement reaches your foresight, but we have a tendency to recommend the next process is followed:-

Table 3. Fixing loose reinforcement 

Typical Reinforcement Type Installation / Fixing Procedure 

1. Bottom Joint Splice bars Introduced between every bubble right along with base Encouragement mesh and fix. If they've 

been put in to one element throughout raising in to place, even as we suggest, then just go the bars 

throughout the shared between surrounding adventures and line in destination for a remain with 

identical plans both parties of the shared between elements. 

2. Bottom Shear bars Introduced between pockets in roles revealed on sketches across openings, spaces and results in 

slabs wherever appropriate reinforced on spacers and line in place. 

3. “Beam Strips” within slab depth Wherever appropriate build bars in to between and / or about cages and fix articles (if revealed on 

drawings) 

4. Edge Hairpins / Bars Go hairpins between bubble lines and go in prime / center / base side bars about slabs edge, 

attaching to hairpins as revealed on sketches 

5. Column Shear Reinforcement Place base bars across articles entirely on the top of base Encouragement mesh. Resolve bars 

around prime mesh support (between the bubbles) across and about line minds as revealed on 

sketches, attaching in destination for a mesh. 

Observe: wherever shear men or shear rails have already been pre-cast in to Aspect at manufacturer 

there might not be any bars to be set on site. 

Function created mesh blankets are put with the bars between bubble lines and attached set up 

similarly throughout the shared between surrounding Elements. Using places, for executive factors, 

splice bars will soon be put similarly throughout the aspect bones between bubble lines and 

associated with the most truly effective mesh support, as revealed on the drawings. 

6. Prime Mutual mesh / club support 

Different free Encouragement As creating options differ it's difficult to spell it out all probable non-typical free support options 

(such as cages for measures between major piece and balcony / cantilever slab) requesting website 

fixing. That non-typical support will soon be revealed 

 

Crucial: Prime mutual mesh support should match involving the bars over tips to prevent exorbitant levels of metal and trouble with reaching needed 

cement cover. 

Point 4 – Making Edge Shuttering 

After the border free support has been devote work with structure border shuttering may begin. Short-term operates ar your duty to ascertain, but our 

guidelines are:-Once the border free support has been devote work with structure border shuttering may begin. Short-term operates are your duty to see, 

but our guidelines are:-Table 3. - Shuttering Erection Procedure 
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Location Shuttering Erection Procedure 

Perimeter Shuttering Reduce page of 18mm ply in to pieces with thickness of completed piece depth. Correct 

100x50mm battens along right back side at prime and bottom. Correct base batten to 

formworks system. Correct prime of ply shuttering by cord attaching back again to prime 

mesh support from screws repaired in to prime batten.  

Point 5 – Planning for Concreting 

Ahead of putting website cement eliminate portion brands, untouched buckling cable, untouched encouragement, free cement and everybody various 

waste or international matter. Then immediately before placing unmoved cement power-wash excellent of the pre-cast cement lasting formwork to wash 

down continuing soil and soften the pre-cast cement surface. 

Point 6 – BubbleDeck Website Examination 

when all free encouragement are secured please contact to site}} Help advisor to see the time can put cement and make our website examination & then 

make for specialized consultant to attend website and undertake the full scrutiny of the BubbleDeck portion and free encouragement installation. 

Subsequent examination our specialized consultant may problem you with AN evaluation history list any perform that must definitely be performed 

before website concreting, or canceling the installment is organized for concreting and thus the job is to the approval. 

Point 7 – Putting Website Cement 

Essential – When getting cement please get below concern the quantity busy by the bubble gap formers suggest the cement quantity isn't obtained by 

using the fill place x completed piece depth. The cement quantity to purchase might be calculable, dependant upon BubbleDeck stop level form, from the 

next dining table:-Table 3. - Pouring Site Concrete 

 

 

BubbleDeck Slab 

Type 

 

Finished Slab Depth 

First 90mm Concrete Pour 

Volume 

m3 / m2 plan area 

 

Final Concrete Pour 

Volume 

m3 / m2 plan area 

 

Max aggregate Size 

BD235 -B 235 mm 0.071 0.110 0.10 cm 

BD270 -B 270 mm 0.073 0.120 0.10 cm 

BD330 -B 330 mm 0.075 0.160 0.15 cm 

BD380 -B 380 mm 0.079 0.190 0.15 cm 

BD460 -B 460 mm 0.082 0.232 0.15 cm 

BD500 -B 500 mm 0.086 0.295 0.15 cm 

BD610 -B 610 mm 0.088 0.345 0.15 cm 

 

Essential – The cement ought to be emerge 2 stages. Undertake the principal cement put mistreatment self-levelling cement to pretty much seventy – 

100mm depth. Subsequent preliminary pair of preliminary put the short-term filling loads / panels in many cases are removed. Then check out undertake 

ultimate cement put to over all completed stop depth. 

 

Putting, Shaking & Flying Website Cement 

When operating cement similarly spread across the location and prevent investing in heaps. Due to the confined place involving the pockets a slim going 

poker ought to be don't to small the cement, remove any entrained air and to ensure a good movement across the bubbles. Prevent divorce occurring due 

to the going of shuttering, encouragement and/or pockets which could result in segregation of the cement combine. After the cement has been put a 

material column or energy move is then don't to stage the best and conclusion to a great and stage surface. 
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Period 8 – Eliminating Short-term Formwork 

Throughout structure discovering advise the minimal total for elimination of formwork before back-propping. this is often generally between three to five 

times from operating of the placing cement so long as early cement always check effects have established the placing cement has achieved at the least 

time of their ultimate fashion power, nevertheless will be different dependant upon our ground stop style, power of website cement, and shut temperatures. 

When acquired the principal cement always check effects , the specialized group then ensure it's appropriate to remove short-term formwork. If you're 

then continuous to make yet another ground on the surface of the one just finished please talk with the area regarding Right back Propping on Site 6 of 

the Manual. 

Following Website Procedures Light Fixings 

There's at the least 20mm cement under the heart of each and every bubble, nevertheless merely a quick range 

far from the bubble heart the cement degree rapidly increase to 70mm and up the element of each and every bubble. therefore fixings for connecting light 

and moderate fat posts is established victimization standard methods (plug & mess / raising anchors, etc.) to make sufficient fixings for wiring conduits, 

small wire containers, small ventilation channels and also the like. 

Large Fat Fixings 

Wherever tougher fixings are required to fight larger grab (downward) makes from large people to be stopped from the soffite supporter to Bubble 

structure images are examined to sort out wherever fixings may happen immediately under or close to the hurt of a bubble. Wherever repairing places 

and plans are probable to task right into a bubble void. 

Openings through slabs 

Openings will just be stone key experienced through the completed BubbleDeck block. owing to the two strategy spanning qualities of BubbleDeck slabs 

there ar several constraints on the placing of openings, except near tips wherever thousands ar shifted from the stop to the tips and shear makes ar highest. 

Support risers bigger than 250mm sq. should be developed in to the stop for developing within the operates & boxing on website before working insitu 

concrete. Tube openings as much as about 250mm length ar most useful stone key drilled when spreading of slabs to ensure ideal straight alignment. 

There‟s good freedom wherever these is positioned consequently of the piece may period about such holes. the only restrictions ar in order to avoid 

removing too much of help after openings ar designed near encouraging tips / surfaces, or some openings throughout a line using points, but these is 

permitted for through the duration of type stage. 

Just before developing openings in accomplished slabs bigger than 250mm length, inside 500mm of a encouraging order / wall, or numerous openings in 

closed vicinity please speak to from visit consult with talk around with|sit down with} our Specialized Office for assistance before undertaking such 

operates 

3.4-OBSERVATIONS: 

SOLID DECK SLAB- 

Slab dimension of solid slab: Length-500mm,Width-500mm,Depth-180mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7-load vs deflection curve of solid deck slab 

 

• Maximum shear load taken by normal solid slab is observed to be 160 KN 

• Cracks in the slab is observed at 75.2 KN 

BUBBLE DECK SLAB- 

Slab dimension: Length-500mm,Width-500mm, Depth-180mm 
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Figure 3,8-load vs. deflection curve of bubble deck slab 

• Maximum shear load is taken by bubble deck slab is observed to be 156KN 

• Cracks have been seen at load of 59.6KN as in figure shown 

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

4.1-GENERAL 

The analysis of the overall project gives satisfactory result and conclusion.It also provides the knowledge about the effect of use of HDPE spheres in the 

project.what should be the slab thickness,amount of concrete,spacing between reinforcement etc also depends upon the size of the spheres. 

4.2-RESULT: 

FOR SOLID DECK SLAB- 

• Maximum shear load taken by normal solid slab is observed to be 160 KN 

• Cracks in the slab is observed at 75.2 KN as shown in figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12- Pattern of crack in solid slab (at 75.2 KN) 

FOR BUBBLEDECK SLAB- 

• Maximum shear load is taken by bubble deck slab is observed to be 156KN 

• Cracks have been seen at load of 59.6KN as in figure shown 
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Figure-13-pattern of cracks in bubbledeck slab (at 59.6KN) 

CONCLUSION 

5.1-GENERAL 

This analysis proves that BubbleDeck technology is a lot of helpful and economical than a solid standard block in office floor system.The models of the 

slabs created for the analysis verifies the previous analysis & experiments.however the performance of bubble block isn't as successful in pedestrian 

deck.this doesn't reduces the utilization of bubble deck in bridge,but needs a lot of studies to fully analyse the practicableness of slab in bridge. 

5.2-CONCLUSION 

The shear strength of concrete block chiefly depends on effective mass of concrete within the slab.due to presence of HDPE spheres, the shear resistance 

of bubbledeck 

a) Block is essentially diminished as compared to traditional solid slabs (as shown by graph) 

b) Bubbledeck performs higher than traditional standard solid slabs. 

c) The interior makes & many challenges within the voided terrace were up to 400th reduced than strong stop owing to decreased lifeless fat by 

utilization of hdpe spheres. 

d) The deflection was hardly any larger by 100 per cent considering that the rigidity decreases from existence of bubbles. 

e) These results say that this kind of block can give higher long durable floor block with higher long run result under a dominant gravity and 

uniform load. 
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